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Abstract: The problem of optimization of cutting modes for multiple position machines and transfer lines 

equipped with multi-spindle heads is considered. Parts of several types are grouped into batches. Each 

tool can be used for machining different parts of a batch. The cutting modes to be defined should provide 

a required throughput, meet the constraints on the cutting process characteristics and minimize the batch 

production cost. Decomposition techniques are proposed. These techniques are based on the method of 

Lagrange multipliers, the concept of fragmentary parameterization and techniques for separable 

programming problems.  
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1. INTRODUCTION

The design of production systems is a major issue in industrial 

engineering and offers a large scope for applications of 

optimization methods (Dolgui and Proth, 2006). 

The determination of cutting modes is a typical optimization 

problem of manufacturing process design for multi-tool 

multiple position transfer machines and lines. Appropriate 

cutting modes increase productivity or reduce manufacturing 

expenses while providing a required throughput. Cutting 

modes substantially influence the structure of a manufacturing 

process, as well as the configuration and parameters of the 

equipment. In turn, a given structure of manufacturing process 

and characteristics of equipment impose constraints on the 

possible values of cutting modes.  

Usually, the procedure to determine cutting modes is 

composed of two phases. First, when designing structure and 

basic parameters of manufacturing process and equipment, 

preliminary values of cutting modes are selected. Second, the 

cutting modes are further optimized taking into account the 

final structure of the manufacturing process and the parameters 

of equipment.  

Concerning the first phase, in the publications (Dolgui et al., 

2006; Dolgui et al., 2008 a,b; Dolgui et al., 2009a,b; Battaia 

et al., 2012 a,b; Dolgui et al., 2012), mathematical models and 

methods for optimal design of manufacturing process for 

multi-position equipment with multi-spindle heads taking into 

account cutting modes were suggested.  

The models and methods for the second phase, dealing with 

optimization of cutting modes, concern mainly large 

production series for a single product type (see, for example, 

Cakir and Gurarda,  2000; Hui et al., 2001; Halevi, 2003; 

Juan et al., 2003; Levin and Tanaev, 1978; Liang et al., 2001; 

Mukherjee and Ray, 2006).  With recently growing trends 

towards large product variety and fluctuations in market 

demand, building manufacturing systems for a given part 

family (instead of a sole product) has gained increasing 

attention (see, for example, Koren et al., 1999, Ismail et al., 

2008, Agrawal  et al., 2011).  

This paper deals with the second phase of machining system 

design: optimization of cutting modes for given equipment 

parameters and a fixed structure of manufacturing process. 

We consider multi-position transfer machines or lines with 

multi-spindle heads designed for batch manufacturing of 

different parts in large production series. The special case of 

this problem was considered by the authors in (Levin et al., 

2012). It was supposed that: i) each tool is used to fulfill only 

identical operations for different parts of a batch, and ii) 

working stroke for operations executed by the same tool is 

the same. For this case, decomposition techniques based on the 

Lagrange’s multipliers method, the idea of fragmentary 

parameterization and dynamical programming approach were 

proposed. In this new paper, a more general case of the 

problem is studied where for the same tool cutting process 

characteristics as well as working strokes can differ when it is 

used for different parts.  

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT

The process of multi-tool machining of a sequence of parts 

composed of identical batches of parts of several types on a 

multiple position machine or transfer line without buffers is 

considered. 

Working positions of the line are ordered consecutively and 

each part is machined in this order. The production process is 

cyclic. In each takt time, all parts are processed 

simultaneously on their respective positions. Then, all parts 

are moved simultaneously to their next positions. The part 
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from the terminal position is removed and the new part from 

the input sequence is loaded at the first position. The 

complete cycle of a batch machining consists of h takt times, 

where h is the number of parts in a batch. As a result each 

part of a batch passes (and can be processed) at each working 

position.  

This process is illustrated with the following example for the 

sequence of parts (…2,1,3,1, 2,1,3,1, 2,1,3,1…) composed of 

batches (2,1,3,1) that include 4 parts of 3 types each. A part 

allocation to the working positions of the transfer line for the 

first takt time is presented in Fig.1. Note that the transfer 

lines considered are without buffers in between stations. 

1 1 1 1 2 2 3 

Parts 

Spindle 

heads 

Fig. 1. An example of the allocation of parts to positions 

The matrix for the allocation of these parts for all four takt 

times that compose a complete cycle of batch processing for 

the considered transfer line is presented in Fig. 2. 

Parts  

3 

1 

1 

Positions  

 1   2   3   4   5    

 2   1   3   1   2    

 1   2   1   3   1     

 3   1   2   1   3    

 1   3   1   2   1    

1 

3 

1 

2 

Takt 1 

Takt 2 

Takt 3 

Takt 4 

2 

Fig. 2. Allocation of parts to the positions for all takt times of 

a cycle 

The tools of each position are grouped into blocks (tool 

blocks) of the respective multi-spindle heads. This grouping 

provides spindle head feeds. The blocks of all working 

positions and tools of the same block are activated 

simultaneously. The cutting modes, which are considered 

here, are the feed per minute for each block and cutting speed 

for each tool. These modes are defined for each part of a 

batch. The following is assumed to be known:  i) the ranges of 

possible values of cutting modes, ii) dependences of the tool 

life time and characteristics of the cutting process on cutting 

modes, finally iii)  the maximal possible values of these 

characteristics for all tools and tool blocks.  

It is also assumed that each tool can be used to machine 

different parts of a batch in different takt times. The 

parameters of manufacturing operations (such as cutting 

depth, diameter, cutting length, material type, etc.) can differ 

for different parts. Since blocks of tools can also differ from 

each other for different parts, then some spindle heads may 

need to be changed before processing the next part or rotary 

spindle heads should be used. Note that reconfigurable 

machines can be also used here. Some problems and 

approaches to application of reconfigurable machines for such 

machining processes are discussed in (Koren, 2010). 

The problem is to determine the cutting modes minimizing the 

production cost of a batch while obtaining the required 

throughput under given technological constraints. These 

constraints take into account ranges of possible values for the 

cutting modes for each tool and part, as well as limiting values 

of considered physical and technical characteristics of the 

machining process for each pair “part-tool” (such as force, 

rotational moment, roughness, etc.) and for each pair “part-

tool block” (such as total force and power). 

3. MATHEMATICAL MODEL FORMULATION

3.1. Basic input data necessary to formulate a mathematical 

model of the problem in question are: specifications of the 

parts to be machined, required throughput, equipment 

parameters, machining process parameters and limiting values 

for the process characteristics considered.  

The following notations will be used below for the input data: 

},...,1{ m M  is a set of part types in a batch; 

hd  is a number of parts of type d�M in a batch; 

¦ 
 

m

d
dhh

1

is a total number of parts in a batch, htm; 

},...,{ 1 hGG G  is a sequence of parts in a batch, ,M�Gr

hr ,...,1 ; 

n is a number of working positions; 

kI  is a set of tool blocks at the position k=1,…,n, 

 � ccc kk II � for any kc,ks=1,…,n, kczks; 

kdI  is a subset of tool blocks from the set 
kI  that works up 

the part d�M; 

iJ  is a set of tools of the block �
n

k
ki

1

I
 

� I , � ccc ii JJ � 

for any ic,is�I, iczis; 
Jid  is a subset of tools from the set 

iJ  that works up the part 

d�M, �
M

JJ
�d

iid
; 

lijd is a cutting length in machining part d�M with the tool 

j�Jid; 

Lid  is a working stroke of tool block i�I in machining the 

part d�M; 

],[ idid
SS  is a range of possible values of the feed per minute 

for tool block I�i  in machining part d�M; 

],[ ijdijd
ww  and ],[ ijdijd

ss  are ranges of possible values of 

cutting speed and feed per revolution for tool 
ij J�  in 

machining part d�M; 

Pijd and Pid are sets of indexes of accountable process 

characteristics for tool ij J�  in machining part d�M; 

pijdR  and 
pidR  are maximal possible values of characteristics 

ijdp P�  and 
idp P� ; 

0t  is a maximal possible value of the portion of batch 

production time depending on cutting modes; 
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Similarly to (Levin and Tanaev, 1978), the expected life time 

Tijd (S,w) for tool j�Jjd  is calculated as a function of feed per 

minute S and cutting speed w, as follows: 

�c
PcKc

 

ijudijud

ijud
ijduu

ijd wSCwST /(min),(
,1

)ijudGc . (1)         

The machining process characteristics ),( wSRpijd  for 
ijdp P�

are approximated with well known Taylor’s functions: 

pijdpijd

pijdpijd wSCwSR
ED

),( ,        (2) 

In (1) and (2), parameters ijdijdijdijd GC cPcKcc ,,, , ijdu , ,pijdC

pijdpijd ED ,  are assumed to be given.

Later on: 

Mij={d�M|j�Jid} is a set of parts worked up with the tool 

j�Ji; 

�
i

j
iji

J

MM
�

 is a set of parts worked up with tool block 

I�i . 

3.2. Parameters of cutting modes to be defined are feed per 

minute and cutting speed for each tool. It is assumed that: (i) 

these parameters remain invariable and (ii) the feed per minute 

is the same for all tools of the same block when identical parts 

are machined, but the value of this feed can differ for different 

part types. 

To divide a set Mi into subsets of parts (with the same feed per 

minute when machining them with tools of block I�i ), a 

graph ),( iii VG M  is considered, where 
isp Vdd �),(  for 

isp dd M�,  if and only if �z�
s

id
p

id JJ . Let this graph have 

iJ  connectivity components )( ---  iii VG  ,M , 
iJ - ,...,2,1 . The 

feed per minute of block I�i  must be the same for machining 

any part from subset -

iM , 
iJ - ,...,2,1 . It is relatively easy to 

show that � � -cc-c

ii JJ for any ,,...,2,1, iJ -cc-c  -ccz-c , 

and �
i

ii

J

 -

-

1

JJ , where �
-�

-

i
d

idi

M

JJ . 

So all variables of the cutting modes to be defined can be 

divided into the following groups according to subsets of parts 
-

iM  for each tool block i: feed per minute 
-

iS  for tool block i 

and cutting speed wij for tool  j for all I�i , -� ij J , 

iJ - ,...,2,1 . 

Later, the following additional notations will be used: 

ij- is an index of the set -

iM  that -� iij MM ; 

)(di- is an index of the set -

iM  that contains the part 
id M� ; 

),,( ij

ij

iij wSx
-

 )),|(,( --- � iijii jwSX J   and 

),...,1,|( ii iXX J -� -
I . 

3.3. Productivity and cost for the process. The general view of 

the variable portions of cost and time expenses for production of 

one batch depending on the cutting modes can be expressed as 

follows: 

)()()( 111 XQXtEX �4 , 

)()()( 222 XQXtEX �4 , 

where: )(Xt  is the portion of the time spent for production of 

batch G  which depends on the cutting modes; )(1 XQ  and 

)(2 XQ  are portions of expenses on tooling and of time spent 

for tools replacement per batch, respectively; 
1E  and 

2E  are 

expenses and auxiliary time per unit of time when equipment 

is functioning, respectively.  

Since the machining process consists of cyclically repeated 

identical subsequences of h takt times, so it is sufficient to take 

into account only one such subsequence. Without loss of 

generality it is assumed that },...,,...,1{ hr H  is such a 

subsequence of takt times, and in takt time r=1 at working 

position k=1, part 1G  of the batch is worked up. Thus, in takt

time r�H  at position k�{1,…,n}, part d(k,r)= M�GF ),( rk
 is 

machined, where �� F hrk mod((1),( ))),,mod( hhkr� . 

For fixed X, the variable portion of the duration of batch G

processing is ¦
 

h

r
r XtXt

1

)()( , where |/max{)( ),(

- irkidr SLXt  

}),(,;,...,1 ),(

-�� irkkd rkdink MI  is the variable portion of 

duration of r-th takt time. 

Later ),...,1|)(()( hrXtX r   t . 

In this paper, it is assumed that tools are replaced separately 

after machining a given number of parts. This threshold 

number for each tool is defined taking into account expected 

life time with respect to cutting modes.  

In accordance with (1), the maximal number of parts 
ijd M�

machined with tool 
ij J� during its expected life 

time )( ijijd xT  under fixed X is approximated as follows: 

),/(max/1/)()(
,1

SGwSblSxTxD ijud

ijudijud

ijud
ijduu

ijdijijdijijd �  
PK

 

where (S,w)=xij, parameters ijudijudijudijud Gb ,,, PK are 

calculated by using 
ijdl  and parameters from (1). 

With abovementioned assumptions, the number of batches 

machined by tool 
ij J� during its expected life time is: 

¦ 
�

�

ijd
ijijddijij xDhxD

M

1))(/()( . 

Thus, ¦ ¦
� �I Ji

i
j

ijijij xDgXQ )(/)( 11
,  ¦ ¦

� �I Ji
i

j
ijijij xDgXQ )(/)( 22

, 

where 
ijg1

 and 
ijg2

 are respectively expenses and time spent 

for one replacement of tool 
ij J� . 

3.4. Ranges of feasible values of cutting modes can be 

represented in the following way:  

- ],[
--
ii

SS = }]|min{},|[max{ -- �� iidiid
dSdS MM  is a  range 

of feasible values for parameter -

iS ,  I�i ,
iJ - ,...,1  ; 
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- ],[ ijij
ww = }]|min{},|[max{ ijijdijijd

dwdw MM ��  is a range 

of feasible values for parameter 
ijw , I�i , ij J�  ; 

- ],[ ijij
ss = }]M|min{},M|[max{ ijijdijijd

dsds ��  is a range of 

feasible values for feed per revolution iji wS /- , I�i ,
iJ - ,...,1 , 

-� ij J . 

Then, the mathematical model for determining optimal 

cutting modes X
* 
can be formulated as follows: 

min;)(1 o4 X (1) 

02 )( tX d4 ; (2) 

I�J -dd
-

--
iSSS iiii

,,...,1, ;  (3) 

IJ ��dd ijwww iijijij ,, ;  (4) 

-- �J -�dd iiijijiij
jiswSs JI ,,...,1,,/ ; (5) 

,)()( pijd
pijd

ij

pijd

ipijdijpijd RwSCxR d 
ED-

,ii J -� 1,..., I,  

;,, ijdiji pdj PMJ ��� -  (6) 

,)()( pidij

id
j

pijdipid RxRXR d¦
�

-

J

,, -�J -� ii di M1,..., I,  

idp P� . (7) 

The aim is to minimize the production cost (1); constraint (2) 

provides the required throughput; constraints (3)-(7) give the set 

machining conditions. Problem (1)-(7) will be now referred to as 

problem A.  

Problem A is a complex nonlinear program. It can be 

transformed into a posinomial geometrical programming or 

convex programming problem. In the next section, a special 

method to solve problem A is proposed. The method exploits 

some of its peculiarities.  

4. SOLUTION TECHNIQUE

In the method proposed, a combination of the Lagrange 

multipliers and fragmentary parameterization concepts as well 

as some techniques for separable convex programming problems 

is used. This is an extension of previous results for the simple 

case when m=h=1 (Levin and Tanaev, 1978) to the more 

general case when 1<mdh. 

Let -

iX  and X be the sets of 
-

iX  and X that meet the constraints 

(3)-(7). Let )(* OX  be the value of X�X  that minimizes 

Lagrange function �4O O )(),( 1 XXL )()1( 2 X4O�  for a 

fixed ]1,0[�O  (sub-problem )(1 OA ). 

It is obvious that if 
0

*

2 ))0(( tX !4 , then constraints (2)-(7) are 

incompatible, if 
0

*

2 ))1(( tX d4 , then )1(*
X  is a solution *

X
 
of 

problem A. It can be shown that otherwise, )( *** OXX  where 

)1,0(* �O  is a root of the equation 
0

*

2 ))(( tX  O4  with the 

monotonic function in its left side (sub-problem 1C ). In this 

case, the problem A can be solved with the following two-

level decomposition scheme:  

- at the lower level,  the sub-problem )(1 OA  to determine 

)(* OX  is solved for a fixed O : min),( oOXL , X�X ; 

- at the upper level, the sub-problem 1C  to find *O  is solved 

using the well-known methods for finding the roots of equations. 

Problem )(1 OA  is substituted with the equivalent parameterized 

problem )(1 OB  by means of the following transformations: (i) 

replacement of components )(Xt r
 in the objective function (1) 

and constraint (2) with parameters 
rT ; (ii) supplementation of a 

set 
0T of possible values of vector ),...,( 1 hTTT of these 

parameters; and (iii) adding constraints that take into account 

interrelation of these parameters with cutting modes X . 

The set 
0T  should include set }|)({ Xt �XX , in particular it can 

be assumed �
�H

TT
r

r00
, where ],[0 rrr TTT  , 

}),(,|/max{ )(),(

-
-

�� � ik,rkdirkidr rkdi,...,nkrSL MI,1H,T , 

}.),(,|/max{ )(),(

--
�� � ik,rkdirkidr rkdi,...,nkrSL MI,1H,T

As a result, the problem )(1 OB  is as follows: 

min),()(),,(
1 1

oO�OO ¦ ¦¦
 �

J

 -

--
h

r i

i

iir XfTETXL
I

; (8) 

X�X , 
0T�T ; (9) 

,),(,,,...,1,,/ ),(),(

-- �� �d irkkdrirkid MrkdinkrTSL IH  (10) 

where 21 )1()( EEE O��O O ,
ijijij ggg 21 )1()( O��O O

and 0)(/)(),( !O O ¦
-�

--

i
Jj

ijijijii xDgXf  . 

In accordance with (Levin and Tanaev, 1998), if 

))(),(( ** OO TX  is a solution of problem )(1 OB , then )(* OX  

is a solution of problem )(1 OA . On the other hand, if )(* OX  

is a solution of problem )(1 OA , then )))((),(( ** OO XX t  is a 

solution of problem )(1 OB . 

Problem )(1 OB  can also be solved with the following two-level 

iterative decomposition scheme:  

- at the lower level, cutting modes X are optimized for fixed 

values of vector 
0T�T of the takt times durations;  

- at the upper level, the values of vector 
0T�T  are optimized. 

The problem of the lower level is decomposed into ¦
�

J
Ii

i  of 

following independent problems for each vector 
-

iX  of cutting 

mode parameters, I�i , 
iJ - ,...,1 (problems ),( Ti O-

B ): 

min),( oO--

ii Xf , (11) 

-- � iiX X , (12) 

-- Vd iiS/1 , (13) 

where

},M),(,,...,1,|/min{)( ),(

--- � � VV irkidrii rkdnkrLTT H

),...,( 1 hTTT  and O are fixed. 

Let ))J|),((),,((),( ------ �OVOV OV iiijiiii jwSX be the solution 

and ),( OVM --

ii
 be the optimal value of the objective function of 

problem (11)-(13) for fixed values of -V i
and O . It is assumed 
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that f OVM -- ),( ii  if inequalities (12)-(13) are incompatible for 

current -V i
. Then, the problem )(11 OB of the upper level is as 

follows: 

min)),(()(),(
1 I 1

oOVM�OO< --

 �

J

 -

¦ ¦¦ TTET ii

h

r i

i

r
, (14) 

0T�T , (15) 

where O  is fixed. 

It is obvious, if )(* OT is a solution of this problem, then 

))),((( * OOV--
TX ii

is a solution of the corresponding problem 

)(1 OA . 

For the special case of the problem A considered in (Levin et 

al., 2012), the techniques for problem )(11 OB  was proposed. 

They were based on reducing problem )(11 OB  to the search for 

a shortest path in a circuit-free digraph. This approach is not 

directly applicable to a more general case considered here. 

Thus, the proposed approach to solve problem )(11 OB  is based 

on the following properties of function ),( OVM --

ii
. 

Since problem ),( Ti O-
B  is a parametric convex problem in 

variables -

iSln , 
ijwln  and -Viln , function ),( OVM --

ii
 is non-

increasing on -V i
 in the segment ]/1,/1[],[

----
 VV

iiii
SS  and 

convex on -V i
 in the segment ],[

1

--
VV ii

, where -
V

1i
 is the minimal 

value ],[ --- VV�V iii
 that f�OVM -- ),( ii

. So, for each function 

),( OVM --

ii
,

ii J -� 1,..., I, , its following piecewise linear 

approximation on the segment ],[
1

--
VV ii

 can be obtained:  

},...,1|max{),( ------  V�|OVM iiivivii vvba , (16) 

where -
iva , -

ivb  and -

iv  are parameters of this approximation, 

-
iv  defines (in general) the accuracy of the approximation, 

0!V� ---

iiviv ba , 0d-
ivb , for all - J -� ii vvi ,...,1,1,...,I, . 

Then, the resolution of )(11 OB  can be reduced to solving the 

following linear programming problem: 

min)(),,(
1 1

o�OO ¦ ¦ ¦
 �

J

 -

-
h

r i

i

ir yTEyTL
I

, (17) 

-- �� �dV irkkdrirkid rkdinkrTL MIH ),(,,,...,1,, ),(),( , (18) 

-----  J -�dV� iiiiiviv vviyba ,...,1,,...,1,, I , (19) 

,,...,1,,
1 iiii

i J -�VdVdV ---
I  (20) 

where sought variables of the problem are vectors 

),|( H� rTT r ),...,1,|( ii iyy J -�-
I  and 

)1,...,I,|( ii i J -�V 6 - . 

If ),,( *** 6yT is a solution of problem (17)-(20), then 

)),(( * OV--
TX ii

, 
ii J -� ,...,1,I  is a solution of problem )(1 OA

for given O. 

To obtain coefficients 
--

iviv ba , , 
- ivv ,...,1  of approximate 

function (16), values ),( OVM --

ii
 for some ],[ --- VV�V iii

 are to 

be found by the resolution of problem (11)-(13) for these -V i

and O. 

Note some useful properties of problem (11)-(13): 

a) if for some -V i

~ , inequalities (12)-(13) are incompatible, then

they are also incompatible for all ],[~ ---- VV�VtV iiii
; 

b) if --- V�V OV iiiS ~),~(/1 0  for some ],[~ --- VV�V iii
, then 

),~(),( OVOV ----

iiii XX for all ],[~ ---- VV�V�V iiii
;  

c) if --- V OV iiiS ~),~(/1 for some ],[~ --- VV�V iii
, then 

--- V OV iiiS ),(/1 for all ],[~
1

---- VV�V!V iiii
. 

In general, problem (11)-(13) can be effectively solved with 

the use of well known methods of convex programming and 

of posinomial geometrical programming. From the property 

c), it follows that in many cases this problem can be solved as 

separable one.  

Approximations (16) of the functions ),( OVM --

ii
 with necessary 

accuracy can be made at once or iteratively with the successive 

use of solutions of problem (17)-(20). 

The considered approach to solve )(11 OB  can be used to 

approximate a solution of initial problem A. 

Let -

0iva , -

0ivb , -

0iv , and -

1iva , -

1ivb , -

1iv be parameters of 

approximation (16) of functions )0,( -- VM ii
, )1,( -- VM ii

respectively,
ii J -� ,...,1 I, . Then, an approximate solution of 

initial problem A can be obtained as a solution of the following 

linear programming problem: 

min
1 1

11 o�¦ ¦ ¦
 �

J

 -

-
h

r i

i

ir yTE
I

, (21) 

0
1 1

02 tyTE
h

r i

i

ir d�¦ ¦ ¦
 �

J

 -

-

I

, (22) 

-- �� �dV irkkdrirkid rkdinkrTL M),(,,,...,1,, ),(),( IH , (23) 

-----  J -�dV� 0000 ,...,1,,...,1,, iiiiiviv vviyba I , (24) 

,,...,1,,...,1,, 1111

-----  J -�dV� iiiiiviv vviyba I (25) 

iiii
i J -�VdVdV ---

,...,1,,
1

I . (26) 

In this problem, the sought variables are vectors 

),|( H� rTT r ),,...,1,|( 00 ii iyy J -�-
I ,1,|( 11  -�-

Iiyy i

 ),,..., iJ  and )1,...,I,|( ii i J -�V 6 - . 

If ),,,( **

1

*

0

* 6yyT is a solution of problem (21)-(26), then 

)1),(( *
TX ii

-- V , 
ii J -� ,...,1,I  can be accepted as an approximate 

solution of the initial problem A. 

The accuracy of the solution obtained mainly depends on the 

impact of parameter ]1,0[�O  on the value of functions 

),( OVM --

ii
. 
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5. CONCLUSION

The problem considered here appears for optimization of 

cutting modes when designing manufacturing processes for 

batch processing on multiple position machines with multi-

spindle heads. Batches can contain parts of several types. The 

tools of each spindle head employed for different parts can 

differ. Each tool can perform different manufacturing 

operations for different parts but with the same cutting 

modes. In this paper, this complex optimization problem is 

formulated in terms of a geometric program. Then, a novel 

decomposition approach is suggested. The proposed 

techniques reduce the search for an approximate solution of 

this problem to a finite sequence of easier convex and linear 

programming sub-problems which can be efficiently solved 

by known methods. 
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